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Worksheet 2. Definition practice 

Write the letters of the correct completions in the blanks.  
1. In Line 2, jolt means ____ . 

a. silence   b. journey  c. sudden shock 
 
2. In Line 3, rumbling means ____ . 

a. moving up and down b. feeling hot  c. making a long, low sound 
 
3. In Line 4, a blast is ____ . 

a. a storm   b. an explosion c. the direction 
 
4. In Line 5, the pad is ____ . 

a. the base   b. the earth  c. the atmosphere 
 
5. In Line 5, effort means ____ . 

a.  rest   b. help   c. energy needed to do something 
 
6. In Line 6, breathe out means ____ . 

a. inhale   b. exhale  c. hold your breath 
 
7. In Line 6, once is another way to say ____ . 

a. before   b. after  c. since 
 
8. In Line 7, the thinning atmosphere is air with ____ . 

a. less oxygen  b. more oxygen c. no oxygen 
 
9. In Line 9, adjust means ____ . 

a. wake up   b. get comfortable c. make smaller 
 
10. In Line 11, simply incredible means ____ . 

a. really amazing  b. difficult  c. boring 
 
11. In Line 12, in its full glory is a way to say that the moon is ____ . 

a. spectacular   b. soft   c. shining brightly 
 
12. In line 15, icebergs are ____ . 

a. cool water   b. blue water  c. large masses of ice on water 
 
13. In Line 20, settled means ____ . 

a. well    b. awake  c. organized and comfortable 
 
14. In Line 21, top-top shape means ____ . 

a. standing tall  b. excellent condition  c. thin 
 

15. In Line 27, bare feet means that you are without ____ . 
a. socks   b. socks and shoes  c. shoes 

 
16. In Line 30, everyone will be up means that everyone will be ____ . 

a. floating   b. sitting up   c. awake and out of bed 
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